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Fall of a 

I
N the sixtieth year of his life and the. twenty-first of 

his regime, Benito Mussolini has slipped from the 
Italian political scene with little more fuss than an out
going French Prime Minister. The last days of his public 
career can' be quickly retold. On July 19th, he met Hitler 
at Verona. On his rerurn, the Fascist Grand Council met, 
and, after a debate lasting many hours, it decided, on 
the motion of O:mnt Grandi, to restore the supreme 
Command to the King. Mussolini then resigned, and Mar
shal Badoglio was entrusted with the task of forming a 
new Government. After a day or so, spent in collecting a 
team of non-party men and civil servants, he dissolved the 
Fascist Party and repealed the powers of the Fascist 
Grand Council. At the same time, he has declared that 
the fight will continue. 

These are astonishing events. For years now, people 
inside and outside Italy have been saying "Why doesn't 
the King abdicate or dismiss Mussolini or do some
thing ? " And now he has done it. Yet if now, why not 
before ? Why stage this reassertion of the royal will in 
the closing scenes of an irreparable catastrophe? The 
reason is clear enough. So long as Fascism delivered the 
gQOds in the shape of empires and colonies and easy 
success, neither the King-Emperor nor the Army were 
at all anxious to be rid of the Duce. The Italians might 
not be fanatically <;ievoted to the regime. But it was there, 
and there was no overwhelmingly powerful reason fo 
getting rid of it. To-day the situation is reversed. Fascism 
has nothing to offer. It is obvious to King, Army and 
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Dictator 
people that the Empire is lost; Sicily is all but lost; 
so, indeed, is the war. If Mussolini had been able, after 
his meeting with Hitler, to produce one last trump card 
in the shape of a Gennan corttmitment to defend aU 
Italy, then he might have survived a little longer. Pre
sumably he could not, and, faced with the decision of 
the King and the Anny and with his total lack of popular 
support, he had to go. 

The intentions of the new Government are still to 
. be announced. The obvious inference is that after a decent 

interval they will ask for peace terms, hoping that the 
departure of Mussolini will s�ften the hearts and the 
terms of the Allies. However,. Mr Churchill has stated 
that so far no overtures have been made, and clearly the 
choice before Italy is not an easy one. The chief anxiety 
of the Italian leaders at this stage of a losing war is to 
keep the Italian mainland from sharing the fate of Sicily. 
If they do not capitulate, southern Italy will become a 
battlefield. But if they do capitulate, what will the 
Germans do in the north? The German High Command is 
not likely to give up the line of the River Po or abandon 
the plains of Lombardy to become bombing bases for 
the United Nations unless it is compelled to do so. The 
Italians might wish to exert pressure on the Gennans to 
leave, but could Badoglio get his troops to fight? The 
issue is thus one of German manpower. If the Germans 
are strong enough to hold the north of Italy, even in the 
face of Italian non-eo-operation, it "is not certain that the 
Italians in these conditions would wish to surrender. 
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To press the Germans might mean that a nation which 
entered the war unwilling to fight on either side ended 
up by fighting against both sides simultaneously. 

If the Germans are still .the masters of north Italy, 
. what has Italy to offer the _Alli�s? The Italian mainland 

below the Po is a liability, not an asset. It can hardly 
be used for operations against Germany, and only small 
portions are useful for operations aimed elsewhere. If 
occupied, it must be fed and fuelled-the Labour Director 
of the Ministry of Fuel is already talking of the 5,000,000 
or 6,000,000 tons which will be needed from British 
mines to keep Italy going. Th� military prospect seems 
on the whole so unattractive that one may well ask 
whether the Germans have not hoped to use the dis
appearance of Mussolini as a bait to involve the Allies 
in a complicated and fruitless occupation of the strategi
cally useless parts of the Italian peninsula. 

These are questions which the layman cannot decide; 
but it can be· said, with great vigour, that only considera
tions such as these should determine the Allies' policy. 
What is the military value of ar. Italian surrender? What 
strategic advantages would accrue to British and 
American arms? Until these questions can be answered " 
with certainty, then the only right procedure is the one 
laid down by Mr Churchill in his speech to the 
Commons: 

We should let the Italians, to use a homely phrase, 
"stew in their own juice" for a bit and hot up the fire 
to the utmost in order to accelerate the process until we. 
obtail'l from tlieir -Government, or whoever possesses the 
necessary authority, all the indispensable requirements 
we demand for carrying on the war against our prime 
and capital foe, which is not Italy but Germany. 

If, however, the'Italians are i.n a position to make an 
unconditional surrender�which means of course not a 
surrender without conditions but'a surrender in which 
the Allied conditions are accepted without question-the 
Allies will have to determine their attitude towards the 
Italian Government which makes the surrender. Is the 
right policy to set it aside and to take oyer the direct 
administration of the country? Should Amgot be carried 
over from Sicily to the Italian mainland? Mr Churchill 
is undoubtedly right in insisting that an administrative 
job of such a scale would be a preposterous strain on tlle 
Allies' resources. 

We certainly do not sed{ to reduce Italian life to a 
c�ndition of chaos and anarchy and to find ourselves 
WIthout any authorities with whom to deal. By so doing 
we should lay upon our armies and upon our war effort 
the burden of occupying, mile by mile, the entire country 
and of forcing the individual surrender of. every armed 
or coherent force in every district into which oUr troops 
may enter. An immense task of garrisoning, policing and 
a�inistering will be thrown upon us, involving a 
grIevous expenditure of power and still more time. 

The Allies may, then, have to make use of the Badoglio 
Government. Many people see in this the unpleasant 

. possibility of a new Darlan episode. It must be said at 
�)Dce t?at the Badog.lio regime marks no particular 
Ideological advance on the Duce's. The Italians them
selves must decide how far the House of Savoy is com
promised by its twenty-year tolerance of Fascism. But 
the Allies can say here and now that they do not accept 
as the leaders of post-war Italy the. General and the Army 
responsible for the attack on Abyssinia, Spain, France 
and Greece. However, to deal with the Badoglio adminis
tration as a military convenience so long as the war 
against Germany lasts does not entail any political 
compromise. The analogy· is not the Allied handlip.g of 
Darlan but Hitler's handling of Petain. And there is also 
much to be said for allowing the Badoglio Ministry to 
bear ;the unpleasant responsibility of winding up an 
unsuccessful war while other, uncompromised political 
leaders reserve themselves for the period of peace and 
reconstruction. 

Some critics maintain that there is a third alternative
the setting up of a' democratic p"arliamentary regime now 
Is this really so ? The Italians have had no organised 

political life for twenty years. There are no reCOgnised 
leaders, no agreed policies. It is also very questionable 
whether a Government, however democratic, established 
under the aegis of a foreign invading army, would enjoy 
lasting prestige once the first enthusiasm had passed . 
But even if a change of regime now is not practicable 
and might be harmful, it is very necessary to begin at 
once the popular processes which underlie democratic 
parliamentary government-the restoration, for example 
of full civil liberties, the righ� to meet arid discuss, th� 
right to speak and write. How .els{. are the recognised . 
leaders and the agreed policies to emerge? There are 
signs enough already-for example, the Five-Party Milan 
Manifesto published in La Stampa-to show that 
many Italians are anxious to end the state of political 
passivity to which Fascism reduced them. The Allied 
authorities must do nothing either through Amgot or 
through any temporary arrangements with Badoglio, to 
suppress the li-berties which the Italians firmly believe 
the Allies are bringing with them. As in Britain at war, 
no interference with the war effort or disturbance of . 
public order Can be· permitted, but in other respects poli
tical energies should be allowed to flow again. Other
wise the Allies will, after all, fin" themselves involved 
in another Darlan episode, and the newly awakened 
interests. and desires of the Italians will be driven under
ground towards just that'" condition of chaos and 
anarchy" Mr Churchill rightly deplored. 

Italy is only the ' first step .. The disappearance of 
Hitler's chief lieutenant and the possibility that Italy 
will sue for peace hftve swung the searchlights to the 
writing on the wall. The satellite Powers' of Europe have 
known for months past that the Germans might lose the 
war. Now the Italians have given them a lead in the 
conviction that the Germans have already lost it. There 
is bound to be a concerted movement to tumble off the 
German band wagon. The situation in the other satellite 
countries will not be very different from the situation in 
Italy. Their ability to get out of the war will depend on 
Germany's ability to keep them in. If the Italians with
draw their garrisoning troops from the Balkans, then 
certainly -it may be difficult for the Germans to hold 
Greece and parts of Jugoslavia, bur they may still have 
strength enough . to. hold the vital areas-Bulgaria, 
Roumanill, the Hungarian plain. Allied policy in such 
matters 'as unconditional surrender, political relations 
with the capitulating governments, reactions to the move
ment of popular opinion, must follow the general pattern 
suggested for Italy. The situation in re-occupied Allied . 
countries-in Greece and Jugoslavia for example-will 
dbviousJy follow a different model, not without difficulties 
of its own. 

And now, leaving on one side at last the political and 
military problems raised by the Duce's downfall, let it 
be said that this week has seen one of the greatest events 
not only of this war but of Europe's long and often 
melancholy history. For the war,' the event is great 
because it is the first absolutely clear and unequivocal 
sign that Germany is beaten and that· the "�.l!ntence of 
the watchers" has gone forth on Hitler's brief 'and bloodv 
empire. But for Europe as a whol':!, indeed for the world, 
there is another, deeper reason for content. Looking back 
over the chronicle of men's affairs, how often the proud 
and the treacherous and the cruel have continued in their . 
power, glorious and unshaken to the end. How rarely 
it is that justice is. visited upon the oppressors while 
they are still living. How many empires founded on 
violence and aggression have survived triumphantly to 
oppress the grandchildren and great-grandchildren of the 
men they first enslaved. But with Mussolini's empire, it 
is not so. Few men of such unbridled pretensions have 
been dismissed so quietly from the stage of history. . 

How art thou fallen, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning! 
... They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, 
and consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made the 
earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms; that made' 
the world as a wilderness, and destroyed the cities 
thereof? 
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